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Kathy Bruner, associate professor of film and media production, gives a lot of credit to
the admissions staff for attracting many film and media students to Taylor.
She also says that a summer

film camp for high school students and on-campus film
events helped attract new students to the major.
“Some students would cite
Taylor’s Los Angeles semester program as a draw,” John

Bruner, associate professor of
film and media production,
said. “They’ve heard from current students that our Hollywood program can set them
up for the kinds of careers they
FILM continues on Page 2

Hurricane Dorian gives rise to OIP fundraiser
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production major ushered in 39
freshmen — a record number of
new students for this program.
Combined with the upperclassEllie Tiemens
men in this major as well as 10
Staff Writer
transfers, this program now
This year the film and media boasts 110 students.
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Students empathize
with Bahamas
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Rupp Communication Arts Center’s film department proudly boasts its record-breaking number of 39 enrolled majors. The program currently supports 110 majors.

As Hurricane Dorian continues
to devastate areas in the Atlantic, Taylor students rally together in an effort to give back.
Dorian has made headlines as
it ripped through the Bahamas
on Sept. 1 and began to creep
into the U.S. this past week.
Thousands of homes have been
destroyed, at least 20 deaths
have been accounted for and
millions of dollars’ worth of
damage has been unleashed
upon the Bahamas.
Still, people fear the havoc
that will ensue as Dorian inches closer to the Carolinas. According to NOAA’s Hurricane
Research Division, Dorian is the
strongest hurricane to touch
the Atlantic since the 1935 hurricane “Labor Day,” surpassing
2017 hurricanes Irma and Maria.
Senior Wally McKinney, a Bahamian student at Taylor, stated
that the devastation occurring
in her home country was difficult to bear. McKinney and
others have teamed up to form
a drive through the Office of

Intercultural Programs (OIP)
that will aid those currently suffering in the Bahamas. Yet even
these Taylor students are struggling to cope.
“We already feel helpless because we’re here and our families are there, struggling,”
McKinney said. “This drive can
help us feel connected to our
community.”
McKinney hopes that Taylor students will become more
educated about the storm as a
whole and the drastic impact it
has had on students here. She
said her friends are picking up
rubbish on the streets while she
is sitting in a classroom, and
added that people from Taylor
have lost their homes. Some
alumni have even lost family
members.
OIP Director Felicia Case
hurts for her students during
this time. She acknowledges
that many Bahamian students
would be helping pick up debris
if they were back home and sees
how hard it is for these students
to watch while their country suffers.
“I see (the students’) hearts;
it’s hard to be away from their
people,” Case said. “This is a
national tragedy for them, and

that’s not something that goes
away in one day.”
Case added she is proud of
her students for rallying together to help their country
and share their stories, and
she is also proud of Taylor students who have come alongside
their peers and offered support during this difficult time.
Case is one of many community members who wants Taylor
students to understand the impact a global crisis has on rural
Indiana.
On Sept. 1, Dorian reached
Category 5 status, the highest
level of damage on the Fujita
scale. The NOAA states that the
hurricane reached between 261
to 318 mph at its most intense
point.
“I think who we are in Christ
calls us to transcend borders,”
Case said. “We have a direct
connection with our students
here.”
The Integration of Faith and
Culture (IFC) cabinet at Taylor
has established a movie night
tomorrow, Sept. 7, at 3 p.m., 7
p.m. and 10 p.m. in support of
this goal. The cost of admission to watch “Spider-Man: Into
the Spider-Verse” (and get free
popcorn) is $2, and the cabinet

stated that proceeds will be
going towards relief for Dorian
victims.
Senior Sarah Robinson, another Bahamian student at Taylor, added that students have
another opportunity to contribute to the cause by donating nonperishable items such as
blankets, towels, medical supplies and canned goods to the
drive. Robinson plans to take a
group down to the Bahamas in
either November or December
to deposit the goods they raise.
“One of our main goals is
to make this a semester-long
thing,” Robinson said. “We don’t
want to bring awareness just to
have it die down.”
Senior Coty Willis wants to
provide as much relief to her
family and friends as she can.
Willis is a native of the island
Grand Bahama, one of the 700
islands and cays that make
up the Bahamas. She said her
home was bombarded by 185
mph winds and raging waters.
Willis said the effect of
Dorian on her hometown has
brought forth a sort of depression. She fears that with every
body recovered, one could belong to someone she knows.
“The Bahamas has never

WALNUT CREEK COUNTRY MARKET!

experienced a storm such as
this,” Willis said. “70 to 80% of
an entire island was covered
with 10 to 15 feet of water; I believe I speak for all Bahamians
when I say we need help and
we’d be eternally grateful for
any help given.”
Those affiliated with the drive
encourage Taylor students to
help in any way they can. Willis said prayers are always welcome. Case noted that donation
boxes will be placed in each
dormitory on campus along
with a list of items requested
for the drive.
Bahamian students here
at Taylor are grateful for the
overwhelming support they’ve
received from the community.
Both Robinson and McKinney
appreciate people asking how
they are feeling, wondering how
their families are, and offering
to help.
“I’ve had so many people ask
me how I’m doing,” McKinney
said. “I just tell them I’m okay,
but really, my country is under
water.”
The Bahamian students held
a moment of silence for their
country in chapel, and a prayer
service was hosted by OIP on
BAHAMAS continues on Page 2
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Boren Center dining dollars drastically cut
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The dining dollars amount on all three dining plans available to Taylor students have been reduced significantly. The 19-meal plan includes $150 and the 14-meal plan includes $75.

Dining services
makes adjustments
Jed Barber
Staff Writer

Early last month dining services
surprised Taylor students with
changes to meal plans.
Students with the two larger
dining packages must manage
with 25 percent fewer dining dollars at the LaRita Boren Campus
Center. The number of additional
sides has also fallen to one.
“The changes are always going
to keep coming, and they’re not
all taking stuff away,” Nathaniel
Malone, associate dining services

director and executive chef, said.
“Every year you have to re-look
at the entire plan; you have to relook at the entire offering, and
kind of put it in a context of this
is what we’re offering now versus
this is what we were offering before and how do we make it all
work out financially.”
The plan with 19 meals per week
used to have 200 dining dollars
accompanying the typical meal
swipes. Now these students possess 150 dining dollars. Students
with 14 meals per week went from
100 dining dollars to 75.
Last year, a similar reduction
to only one side for meals at
Chick-fil-A foretold the broader

limit now applied to all options
in the Campus Center. Soups in
the Campus Center also shifted
from having the status of a side
to being a separate purchase with
dining dollars.
Mixed student reactions have
appeared on campus.
“It seems valid since people always end the year with a ton of
dining dollars that they just spend
on pizzas,” Senior Josiah Adkins
said in reaction to the change.
“But it also feels cheap that they
just added a new way to spend a
bunch of dining dollars while also
giving them less to use.”
The Reade Ave. Market, which
opened on Aug. 22, offers a closer

option to acquire various items
that students might need.
When asked if the reduction
in Campus Services and the appearance of the Reade Ave. Market were connected, Steve Olson,
associate vice president of business development and services,
cited the two developments
as unrelated.
“It’s a constantly evolving,
adapting and changing program,”
Olson said. “It’s kind of the nature
of reality is what it is. So, there’s
things that get added sometimes
with no change, no reduction.
There’s reductions that happen
sometimes with no adds. Sometimes there’s a net, zero, where it’s

New faces to look for in halls at Taylor

Seventeen people
join Taylor’s faculty
Madi Turpin
and Kipp Miller

Dr. Justin M. Henegar

Mr. David A. McGinness

Dr. Reed M. Spencer

Position: Assistant Professor of
Finance

Position: Assistant Professor of
Education

Position: Assistant Professor of
Music

Dr. Daniel Kaluka

Ms. Christy Moore

Dr. Peter Staritz

Position: Assistant Professor of
Education

Position: Assistant Professor of
Engineering

Dr. Danielle
Nobles-Lookingbill

Ms. Jessica D. Suh

News Editor and Staff Writer Position: Assistant Professor of
Chemistry and Biochemistry
As a new school year rolls
around, several fresh faces have
appeared around Taylor’s campus. That doesn’t just include
those of freshmen and transfer students. 16 professors and
two student development faculty have been added to Taylor’s
ranks, and students should feel
free to familiarize themselves
with these new members.
echo@taylor.edu

Mr. Joshua Kilgo
Position: Wengatz Residence Hall
Director

Mr. Samer M. Koudsia
Position: Assistant Professor of
Accounting

Ms. Abigail Kuzma
Position: Halbrook Chair of
Government

Dr. Denise C. Flanders

Dr. Mandi S. Maxwell

Position: Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies

Position: Professor of Mathematics

Position: Assistant Professor of
Engineering

Dr. Elyse S. Rogers
Position: Assistant Professor of
Mathematics

Mr. Benjamin E. Roller
Position: Visiting Instructor of Computer Science and Engineering

Dr. Loralee S. Songer
Position: Assistant Professor of Music

Body of Skylea Carmack found in
Gas City shed, stepmother arrested
Girl had been missing
since Saturday
Matthew Phillips
Managing Editor

GAS CITY - The search for missing
10-year-old Gas City resident Skylea Rayn Carmack came to a tragic
end early Wednesday morning after police officers found her body in
a shed behind her home, according
to Indiana State Police.
Skylea’s stepmother, Amanda D. Carmack, 34, was arrested
Wednesday and is facing charges
in connection with Skylea’s death,
including neglect of a dependent
resulting in death, domestic battery resulting in death and strangulation, an official statement from
state police said.

“Evidence led us to [Carmack],”
Indiana State Police Public Information Officer Tony Slocum said
during the conference. “We did
have evidence to get probable
cause to make an arrest.”
Skylea’s body was hidden in a
plastic trash bag inside the shed.
The preliminary investigation has
revealed the cause of death to be
strangulation, police said. An autopsy will be performed.
Carmack first notified the Gas
City police that Skylea was missing around 9 p.m. Saturday, Aug.
31. Preliminary evidence placed
the time of death between 4:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m.
“To try to rationalize why someone would kill a 10-year-old, there’s
no rationale for that,” Slocum said.
“It’s just an act of cowardice.”

When asked about prior domestic incidents involving the Carmack
household, Slocum directed further questions to the Indiana Department of Child Services (DCS),
although he did confirm that six
other children were removed from
the home over the weekend and are
now in DCS custody.
At the end of the news conference, Slocum thanked all who
were involved in the search efforts, including law enforcement,
fire departments and community volunteers.
“Gas City, Grant County is an
area that cares, an area that loves,”
Slocum said. “They wanted to
bring this young lady home safely,
but unfortunately those aren’t the
results we got.”
echo@taylor.edu

Position: Visiting Professor of
Christian Ministries

Mr. Peter Yeung
Position: Breuninger/Gerig Residence Hall Director

Dr. Kelly Yordy
Position: Assistant Professor of
Higher Education

Dr. Yang Zhao
Position: Assistant Professor of
Engineering

FILM continued from
hope for in entertainment. We
also benefit more broadly from
the fact that Taylor draws especially high caliber, creative students who can collaborate on
great work while they’re here.”
Additionally, the film and media production major at Taylor
includes opportunities for students to attend film festivals,
participate in freelance work
and gain hands-on experience
with professional equipment.
Kim Ferrell is a sophomore
film and media production
major at Taylor. What drew
Ferrell to the program was the
option to pursue a love of audio production.
“I really like that the film
department at Taylor University lets us learn both video
and audio because that is not
something that is offered even
at a bunch of the top schools
around the country,” Ferrell

an add and a reduction.”
Malone, Olson and dining services director Nate Haugh all directed attention to a holistic look
at the dining options and university services offered. They also
brought to bear the progression
of the Campus Center over the
last two years.
Dining dollars began with
enough for two meals per week.
Now students have five meal
swipes alongside additional dining dollars.
“I think it’s an add in the end,”
Malone said. “They have more
meals than they had before at the
Dining Commons. It just plays
out differently in the math.”

BAHAMAS continued from

Malone and Olson both also referred to the large pool of dining
dollars that often remain at the
end of the semester as a motivator to a move to fewer dining dollars offered. Dining dollars began
as a way to allow all students to
use the Campus Center with ease.
The Dining Services staff also
asked for student feedback.
“If students have suggestions
for other things they’d like to see,
whether on the food line or in the
menu, I know these guys [Malone
and Haugh] would much rather
hear it from students than scuttlebutt that students aren’t happy about something,” Olson said.
echo@taylor.edu

Sept. 4 in order to honor the
country, pray for the hurting and pray for healing for
the wounded.
McKinney did not believe
many people would come to the
prayer service, but was pleasantly surprised when a good
crowd joined the Bahamian
students in lifting their country
up in prayer. Robinson believes
services such as these have definite power to bring the Upland
community together.
There is still much more to be
done in the effort to provide relief
to the Bahamas, McKinney said.
She noted the island of Freeport is
completely submerged underwater
and many families are struggling to
get by with the little remaining supplies they have.
“More bodies are being found every
day,” McKinney said. “Under houses,

being washed up at sea. . .some people here at Taylor are missing family
members and friends.”
The Washington Post noted that
those in the Carolinas were already losing power and hurricane winds are still expected to
increase. The National Hurricane
Center also advises those in Virginia and other neighboring states
to prepare for intense storms.
While Dorian is expected to remain powerful through Friday,
many U.S. residents have already put precautionary measures in place. Taylor is not
alone in its efforts to help the
Bahamas. According to The
Washington Post, World Central Kitchen, Humane Society of
the United States and International Relief Teams are among
the many established programs
helping Dorian’s victims get
back on their feet.
echo@taylor.edu

said. “Taylor’s program lets
me learn everything so that I
can be a more marketable media person.”
Ferrell also believes the program has attracted more students due to the connections
made by its professors, the
equipment the program has to
offer and the hands-on aspect
of the major.
Kathy is excited to have a
large number of students in the
major this year.
“We are always eager to help
students develop their God-given gifts for storytelling in fiction
and non-fiction film, television, video and audio,” Kathy
said. “We take that responsibility very seriously and now we
have the opportunity and challenge of doing that with even
more people.”
John is excited to expand the
film major family and looks forward to being able to dream a
little bigger with more students

in the program.
One change Kathy said the
program did have to make was
the addition of more sections
of some of the classes offered.
Down the road, she anticipates
having to add additional space,
personnel and technology to accommodate a growing major.
Despite the minor necessary
changes due to the increased
number of students in the major, the program’s goals of helping students discover their
passion and expand their portfolio have not changed.
“In our film program, you will
explore what it means to be a
Christian artist, reflect God’s
creativity, and contribute to
culture in ways that honor God,”
Taylor says on their website. “As
a Film & Media Production major, you’ll have lots of opportunities to take your skills further,
round out your resume and
have fun.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“(Our service) is a lot less about the
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Senior interns at NASA over summer
Hannah King reflects
on the opportunity
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Senior Hannah King gives new
meaning to the phrase “shoot
for the stars.”
This last summer, King was
one of two Taylor students to
intern at NASA. She was stationed at the Langley Research Center in Hampton,
Va., where she worked on the
Sage III project.
King was one of six interns
on the project who interpreted data from the space station
about the atmosphere. During
her time at Langley, she continued to develop the project, spoke to mentors at NASA
and even had the opportunity to communicate with the
space station.
While she now looks at a galaxy of possibilities after college, King did not always enjoy
math or see herself studying
it for a research-based career.
She grew up in Upland, and always imagined she would earn
a degree to teach, like most in
the rural town.
“In elementary school, I
hated math,” King said. “And
I was like, ‘I’m never going to
be good at this and I’m never
going to like it.’ Then, I think
getting into junior high and
high school I was thinking,
‘Oh, okay, I can do this,’ and
now in college, I really enjoy
all of it . . . It wasn’t until later
that I connected that I might
be able to do something beyond teaching.”
King began to shift her perspective after taking physics,
where she discovered she was
also passionate about science
since the partnership between
the two creates an opportunity for constant learning.
Then, King watched the
movie “Hidden Figures” on
a wing outing and identified
formulas from her class. For
the first time, King dreamt
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(L to R) Amy Zhao, senior Hannah King, Nicole Consenza and Ana Sofia Uzsoy worked together this summer at the Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va. on the Sage III project.

about working at NASA. Coincidentally, King ended up
at the same station where
the inspired story of the film
took place.
“It was so cool to walk
around and recognize places
and things played a role in history,” King said.
Throughout the entirety
of her internship, King grew
grateful for Taylor’s professors
and how they had mentored
her. For example, teamwork
was essential for Sage III,
which had been instilled and
practiced extensively in Taylor’s classrooms.

Ultimately, King enjoyed
how her faith and work intertwined at NASA. She was able
to explore conversations with
her peers and mentors about
faith and science. King also explored the relationship of faith
and science in a real-world
context using the foundation
established at Taylor.
“I think the science community doesn’t always have this
strong connection between
faith and people’s minds — it’s
pretty polarized a lot of times,”
King said. “It just stuck out to
me that a lot of times, as Christians, we try to prove things

scientifically about God, but
science and faith aren’t the
same in that way and I think
that’s why we have so many arguments about a lot of these
different beliefs versus these
scientific things that we know.”
Consequently, King learned
how to approach conversations with her peers without
trying to prove God, but rather through her faith.
As for the future, King
looks forward to continued
growth and learning after
college, whether that be continued education or going
into the industry. Whatever

path King chooses, she just
wants to continue honoring
God by learning more about
his creations.
“One verse that comes to
mind a lot is Proverbs 16:9
and I think a lot of time I like
to make plans like way in advance, but I could never have
seen interning in Texas last
year and NASA this year and
it’s good to see that I can come
up with some good plans, but
God ultimately knows what’s
best for me,” King said. “I just
have to trust him in the present with my future.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Meeting the new student body president, vice president

Photograph provided by Tali Valentine

Vice President Tali Valentine and President Anders Soderquist were elected for the 2019-2020 school year last April.

Soderquist, Valentine
share heart for Taylor
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Now living what they thought
was just a freshman dream, seniors Anders Soderquist and
Tali Valentine are in their third
week serving as student body
president and vice president.
While not born Hoosiers,
Soderquist and Valentine knew
that Taylor was a special place.
Soderquist originally lived in
Samuel Morris Hall, which
quickly became his home.

During her freshman year, Valentine resided in English Hall.
“You can come from any
place and call (Taylor) home,”
Valentine said.
Little did Soderquist and Valentine know that being strangers-turned-classmates would
result in the blossoming of
this duo. After several conversations, they knew that it was
time to pursue this shared desire of service. Then, just before
summer, Soderquist and Valentine were elected as Taylor University’s student body president
and vice president for the 20192020 school year.
As student body president

and vice president, the two seniors are committed to listening, engaging and representing
the university body. They want
to ensure open communication between themselves and
the students.
“(Our service) is a lot less
about the paperwork and a lot
more about the people,” Valentine said.
The pair did not fail to understate the value they held in the
support of their incredible team
— from the PA office to support
found all throughout campus
and friends who wanted to see
the effort succeed.
Soderquist and Valentine said

they will continue to stay true
to their campaign slogan based
on Micah 6:8, “Do Justice, Love
Mercy, Walk Humbly.” Both have
a passion for defining how the
student body should approach
one another, and they use this
verse to lay down a foundational expectation for Christian
living here on campus and beyond. On a mission to promote
hope and culture, the student
body has an opportunity to
support Soderquist and Valentine by encouraging Micah 8:6
among one another.
Soderquist said their current
positions attest to the fact that
dreams paired with hard work

pay off. During Valentine’s
freshman year, she wrote on
her door “Bloom where you’re
planted.” Adopting this mindset
encouraged Soderquist and Valentine to get involved from the
beginning of their time at Taylor, which led to the opening of
opportunities through connections and resources.
Soderquist and Valentine
have a variety of hopes and
dreams for the upcoming year.
Soderquist spoke back to Interim President Paige Cunningham’s vision of creating a
program for healing and moving forward. They hope to cultivate a better approach to

difficult situations and maximize programming with efficiency and effectiveness.
The team is also making further efforts to increase engagement with Taylor’s Office of
Intercultural Programs. In the
spirit of reconciliation, Soderquist and Valentine are both
passionate about their efforts to
move toward improved collaboration between the two offices.
Ultimately, Valentine and
Soderquist expressed excitement for each individual of the
Taylor community and how the
campus will continue to grow
this school year.
echo@taylor.edu
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A successful Community Plunge

Photograph provided by Taylor World Outreach

Students weed a garden during Community Plunge.

Students and faculty
dive into a day of service
Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

Taylor World Outreach (TWO)
worked four months to organize
an annual event called the Taylor
Community Plunge. The team,
led by TWO Office Assistant Jen
McKim, began by reaching out to

local nonprofits, community centers and missions organizations.
Each location was then filled with
teams made up of hundreds of
students and citizens from the
Upland community.
This year a combination of 615
Taylor students served including
45 upperclassmen, 15 TWO cabinet members and 555 freshmen.
Together volunteers served a
combination of 22 organizations.
“This event served as a great

way to introduce new Taylor students to the community around
them . . . It provides a connection for the students to the community that they will be living in
the next few years,” McKim said.
Freshman Kinsley Rushing was
one of the many volunteers for
this year’s Community Plunge.
She said that her task was to
separate the parts of donated
eyeglasses so they could be recycled. The money could be used to

help the community and to help
Taylor.
“We were able to help the
school, which I believe is a very
positive outcome,” said Rushing.
Helping Hands, a missions organization located in Upland,
was one of the many organizations that benefited from Plunge
2019. Students who served with
this organization washed windows, cleaned, painted, handled
stock or modeled clothing for

their new store Instagram page.
Sara James, the volunteer coordinator, stated that Helping
Hands is comprised of two main
components: a thrift store and a
food pantry. The store collects
donations and sells them, afterward using the money gained
to serve the people of Jefferson
and Monroe township in practical ways.
The money they make goes to
help local people in need such

as families who can’t pay to keep
their heat on in the winter.
“I would love to encourage the
students to volunteer outside of
Plunge,” James said.
There are plenty of opportunities to get involved in community outside of Taylor’s campus and
to serve on a regular basis. Contact TWO to get more information on how to get involved this
school year.
echo@taylor.edu

How basic of a Taylor student are you?
Take this quiz to find out
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

Living in community can be
messy. It requires work, courage
and a lot of grace.
And then there are the lighthearted moments that make you
roll your eyes and belly laugh.
Whether you’ve only been at
Taylor for two weeks or are getting ready to graduate this year,
it’s no secret that the Christian
college student lifestyle leads to
several common interests and familiar phrases.
So gather ‘round with some
friends, get out a pen or pencil,
and take this quiz to see how basic of a Taylor student you really are.
echo@taylor.edu

1. Give yourself 10 points for each one of the GroupMe’s you’ve been added to this school year and any others you currently use. Use your own discretion for the
muted ones.
2. Add 10 points for every sticker you have on your laptop or water bottle.
3. If you’ve used the word “space,” within the past 48 hours, give yourself 10 points. Bonus five points if it was during a prayer.
4. Give yourself 20 points if you know the Enneagram types and love languages of your five closest friends.
5. Give yourself 10 points for every picture on your social media with yourself and friends in front of a brick wall on campus.You know the ones.
6. If you have a biblical name, 10 points for you.
7. Add 10 points if you’ve ever approached a couple sitting in the Campus Center or dorm to make a joke along the lines of “make room for Jesus!” I’m sure they
appreciated your originality.
8. If you say “I’m from Chicago,” and you’re not really from Chicago, give yourself 10 points.
9. If at any point during your time at Taylor you’ve made a joke about parking spaces, dancing or the phrase “intentional community,” add 20 points. Do these jokes
ever get old though?
10. If you have/considered getting a tattoo in Greek or Hebrew, add 10 points. Careful with Google Translate, friends.
11. If you’ve ever worked as a camp counselor, add 20 points. Thanks for looking out for the youth! Not all heroes wear capes — some wear Chacos.
12. 20 points if you’ve ever said “We should get coffee sometime.” Add 10 if you didn’t actually get coffee.

Point value results:
50 or less: You either avoid cliches like the plague or possess cliches not on this list. Don’t be troubled if you feel out of the loop — this community can benefit from your
individuality!
50 - 150: You’re a pretty average Christian college student. Maybe you listen to obscure indie worship bands but also can’t be caught dead without a scrunchie on your
wrist and a metal straw in you Kavu backpack.
150 - 300+ - You’re “flourish” and “shalom” level basic.That’s okay! Things get popular for a reason, and commonplace is not a synonym for inferior.

Local festival attracts thousands of visitors
Cumberland Covered
Bridge Festival
draws a crowd
Lily Smith
Life & Times Co-Editor

Planning a visit to Matthews,
Indiana? Make sure it overlaps
with the 49th annual Cumberland Covered Bridge Festival!
The town of Matthews will be
hosting its annual festival this
weekend, Sept. 6–8th. The festival will be a hotspot for local
vendors to show off their various goods. Some of the needto-see merchants include a
broom-maker, a guitar-maker, a
wooden pencil vendor, a windchime seller and many more.
The fun doesn’t stop with
the sellers of goods however. There will also be a variety
of food trucks and classic fair
food stalls in attendance. In
the mood for fried food? This
is the place to be. Craving some

Photograph provided by Matthews Lions Club

The Cumberland Covered Bridge Festival draws a large crowd.

barbeque pork? Stop in for a
yummy sandwich. Got a hankering for a taco? Pick one up
this weekend!
There are also some different activities throughout the
weekend, including live music,

a cornhole tournament as well
as pony rides and inflatable
bouncy houses for children.
Jenna King, freshman and local Upland resident has attended the Cumberland Covered
Bridge Festival several times.

“It’s fun to just walk around
and look at the different things
with friends,” King said. “It’s a
good place to go to find something that’s cute, but also just
to enjoy the culture.”
The festival is hosted by the

Matthews chapter of Lions
Club International, a service
organization that strives to empower and assist volunteers in
bringing communities together. The Lions Club has been
putting on the Cumberland

Covered Bridge Festival for 49
years to raise money for local
charities and community members. It is also a great opportunity to highlight local vendors
and artists.
The attendance of the festival is greatly influenced by
the weather, according to
Roger Richards, a member of
the Lions Club and Festival
Chairman.
“If the weather is really good,
like it was in 2017, we can have
as many as 12,000 people. If the
weather is bad, it can be 6,000
people.” said Richards.
Cost of admission for the festival is $2.00. The festival is located northeast of Matthew,
right next to the Cumberland
Covered Bridge, 11160 S. – 990
E., Upland, Indiana. The festival runs today from, 11 a.m.– 9
p.m., tomorrow from 9 a.m.–
9 p.m. and finishes Sunday, 9
a.m.– 4 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

“How do we fit back into an old place when we
feel so new?”
Croc Thoughts
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A new beginning

Drew Shriner

Staff Writer

Welcome back to school, everyone. It’s a pleasure to be back in
The Echo after this summer’s
hiatus. Writing this column is a
joy, and I thank my editors and
you, the reader, for allowing me
to write. This column is intended
to start dialogue rather than be a

p

e
f

d
s

soapbox. In pursuit of that end,
there will be a WTUR radio show
of the same name every Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. I hope that what
you read in the paper is merely
the beginning of larger conversations within our community.
Speaking of beginnings, what
better topic could there be for the
first full edition of the year?
For students, the start of a new
school year is one of the most familiar rhythms. We return to

classes, see new and old faces and
gear up for the year ahead.
This is a time of change and
upheaval. For freshmen, just
about everything is brand new.
Some students are even adjusting to life in a new country. For
returners, we have grown and
changed over the summer and
are coming back to our old environment feeling like new people. How do we fit back into an
old place when we feel so new?
Although it’s not quite fair to call
Taylor an old place because it is
now quite different than when
we left: it has a nook instead of a
bookstore now.
And this is also a time of return
and resettling. Some of us may

Photograph by Carolina Quintana

Interim President Paige Cunningham chatting with junior Rachel Paul.

have been in uncomfortable places over the summer and coming
back to school feels like coming
home. Even for freshmen, certain
rhythms of homework or athletic

seasons may feel familiar.
Still, you may feel like nothing
has changed and that this “new
beginning” is more artificial
than natural. Maybe you have big
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questions that haven’t changed
even though your location has.
Maybe your doubts about your
faith have only intensified from
being surrounded by seemingly
“perfect” Christians.
Wherever you are at, I hope
that this new beginning can truly
feel new for you, and that you can
take advantage of the newness.
Think deeply about your priorities. Establish healthy patterns
and habits. Pursue changes within yourself to become the person
that you want to be. Encourage
others to do the same.
Let’s use this new start to become more like the people and
community that we want to be.
echo@taylor.edu

TheWeekly
Logan
Lockhart

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Annelise
Gonzalez

Sophomore:

Sophomore:

Has an awesome calculator
watch

Annelise and her sister Abby
opened for the New Respects
last semester through Taylor
MainStage and now they’re
best friends. No big deal.

Across
4. Who can help you when
you don’t understand a
class?
5. Coolest way to get to
class, but try not to bruise
your ankle.
6. How people know they
are compatible with each
other.
7. Soda from the gas station.
8. Where you go to pick up
your books.
9. A place where you hang
with your significant other, so people know its real.
10. You’re probably sitting
in someone else’s.

Down
1. You use this when
something is important to
remember.
2. Another name for meeting your soulmate in the
first month of college.
3. Taylor’s favorite pastime.
9. We have good community with one another because we have the ______.

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Chad veal @veal_chad
If anyone on campus cuts hair
DM me. Seff, Alex, and Evan
and all graduated and now
theres no barbers left and I
need a haircut. #TaylorU
Jason Schug @Jschug_21
So can I get some Wi-Fi
or am I taking an L on this
homework? #tayloru
Jack Mancuso@ pants_town
shout out the guy who hit
reply all on the admissions
crew email #tayloru
Jack Mancuso @pants_town
if one more person hits reply
all on this admissions crew
email i will snap #tayloru
Daniel McHenney

@MchenneyDaniel

I think we should have a day
where everyone dresses
both formal and casual. For
men, I’m thinking the classic
suit jacket on the top and
pajama pants on the bottom.
September 16th everyone,
mark your calendars! #tayloru

Becah @becahschwartz
It’s only the second week of
school and I already know
the combination of original
Cheerios and m&m’s is going
to get me through sophomore
year #tayloru
Madi Williams @ MadiMoose_
Goals for senior year:
#1: Get a Twitter
#2: Get featured in the top
tweets #tayloru @tayloru
Emmaking @emkiingx
make the awk walk awkward
again #tayloru

A&E

Art as a response to her
environment tends to be the theme
that extends throughout all of
Luce’s work.
Guest artist showcases old and
new themes in Metcalf
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Local Emmys appreciate ‘Beauty in Affliction’

Student filmmakers
win a Crystal Pillar

Emily Pawlowski
A&E Editor

An international documentary
has earned Taylor’s film department national acclaim.
On June 15, 2019, “Beauty in
Affliction” won a Crystal Pillar,
the highest Emmy Award presented for student productions.
This was the seventh Crystal Pillar won by Taylor students.
Two other films were also
nominated for the award. “Before Your Eyes” and “What Remains” were two stories created
in Associate Professor of Film
and Media Production John
Bruner’s Spring 2018 Narrative
Filmmaking class.
“We are so incredibly excited
to have received these external
awards from such a noteworthy
organization,” Bruner said in a
written statement. “It’s a testimony to the quality of work Taylor’s visual storytellers produce.”
The films were all submitted
to the Lower Great Lakes Emmy
chapter, which covers northern
Ohio, northwestern Pennsylvania and northeastern Indiana.

A&E
EVENTS

C.S. Lewis and
Friends Tea
Today – 4 p.m.
Tea and Presentation
Zondervan 142

Playback Theatre
Workshop
Today – 6:30 p.m. - 9:30
p.m.
Sept. 7 – 9:30 a.m. - 5:30
p.m.
Rupp 101

Winterreise
Conor Angell
& Margaret Hammond
Butz Carruth Recital
Hall
Sept. 7 – 7:30 p.m.

Liminal Spaces
Art Reception
Aug. 30 – 6 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Steve Bailey and Tori Newman (‘19) pose with their Crystal Pillar

Assistant Professor of Film and
Media Production Steve Bailey
and alumna Tori Newman (‘19)
represented Taylor University at
the award ceremony.
“Beauty in Affliction,” filmed
by the 2018 international

documentary J-term class, focused on Vidas Plenas, a nonprofit dedicated to helping
those in the Guatemalan slum
of La Limonada.
“Meeting people there was incredibly impactful because you

meet people who are literally
living on almost nothing, and
there’s people there in Guatemala who are doing really excellent work to help those people
in those communities holistically,” said Jon Meharg (‘19), a

student who went on the trip.
Bailey decided to focus on Vidas Plenas after learning about
it from Dean of Student Engagement Drew Moser. Moser
is on the board for Lemonade
International, a global group

dedicated to supporting Vidas
Plenas.
The goal for the class was
to raise awareness about the
group, which was furthered by
the awards the film has won.
“I think that the best thing
about winning the award is
that there’s more recognition
for Vidas Plenas and the work
that they’re doing in the La
Limonada community, and I
think that’s the best,” said Brianna Jordahl (‘19). “I just hope
that that award can spur interest in that community and encourage people to engage and
support it.”
This sentiment is shared by
other members of the team.
Newman, who gave the acceptance speech at the award ceremony, made sure to mention
the group and the work that
they do.
Bailey is celebrating this major achievement but is already
looking toward the future of
the international documentary
class. In January 2020, the class
will focus on the Samuel Morris Learning Enrichment Center
in Liberia, which has worked
closely with Taylor.
echo@taylor.edu

Winter comes early to Taylor University’s campus
Conor Angell to
perform ‘Winterreise’
at faculty recital
Ansley Kary
Staff Writer

Winter is coming to Taylor’s campus.
On Sept. 7, Associate Professor of Music Conor Angell will
perform “Winterreise” by Franz
Schubert.
The song cycle “Winterreise”
was written in 1827. It was inspired by Wilhelm Muller’s set
of 20 poems, which takes the
audience on a romantic journey through desolate winter in
search for self-knowledge.
“It is not in any way a happy
work; I have never performed
something this dark,” Angell
said. “But I think there can be
value in engaging repertoire that
explores human experiences including depression, alienation
and brokenness.”
“Winterreise” is an emotional undertaking of a piece which
was written during the final
stages of Schubert’s terminal illness. The piece is widely known
as the world’s most famous and
challenging song cycle.
Though the original piece

Photograph by Josie Koontz

Conor Angell rehearses for his solo performance of “Winterreise”

was written for a tenor, it is
commonly transposed for baritone, which Angell and many of
his students sing in, including
senior musical theater major
Brandt Maina.
“I think we have a really strong
faculty in the music department,
and when they put on these faculty recitals, you really get to
marvel in that,” Maina said.

The faculty recitals are an
essential part of the art department, as professors get to
express their creative side and
be a performer as well.
Angell hopes through demonstrating a professional performance he can also help students
to produce their own art. Later
this year, students like Maina
will prepare and perform their

own recitals, and faculty recitals
like these are a great example to
students.
Senior John Broda, musical
theater major, said that intent
behind Faculty Recitals is twofold: they are a demonstration
of the level of work an artist
can produce and a way for professors to choose what they are
studying.

“It is a joy for them to be able
to study these things and share
them,” said Broda.
The faculty recitals are a
unique opportunity to hear
professional musicians perform world renowned pieces at
no cost.
Angell and his accompanist
Margaret Hammond both have
found the undertaking artistically rewarding. In preparation
for this piece, Angell listened to
many different performers from
across the globe and analyzed
their different approaches and
interpretations of the piece.
The journey of the song cycle
as a whole features a wandering soul fantasizing about death
but ultimately rejecting it. The
purpose is found through the
persistence the wanderer has towards pursuing life despite all of
the pain he has endured.
“I have not tried to model my
performance after one particular singer, instead trying to find
the approach that rings true
in my unique instrument,” Angell said.
The recital will be held tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at the Butz Carruth Recital Hall, and admission
is free.
echo@taylor.edu

Guest artist showcases old and new themes in Metcalf
Guest artist Allison
Luce presents
‘Liminal Spaces’
Mer Fenton
Staff Writer

The rough textures of the sea
are not native to Taylor. However, in “Liminal Spaces,” artist Allison Luce brought them
to Metcalf.
Luce describes her work as
an exploration of “the ephemeral nature of existence and the
mystery of eternity.” She does
this predominantly through
ceramics, uniquely designed
to be displayed like paintings.
Spanning the majority of
one wall and starting to wrap
around another is a series of
round, handmade ceramic
pieces. Mimicking coral, sea
shells, driftwood and an array
of other ocean floor textures,
the small pieces are arranged
in a swirling rainbow to create
a larger work. This is her ongoing project “Ancient Expanses.”

Photograph by Josie Koontz

Artist Allison Luce answers student questions at her gallery opening

“When I started working
on this series, I thought the
work was going to be just kind
of like a conceptual project,”
Luce said.
Since then, it has transitioned from a photography
project made up of individual
pieces to a much larger display.
Luce has worked on “Ancient
Expanses” for almost ten years,
but she still displays it differently in each new exhibit. Often times, she doesn’t even

know what the final result will
look like until it is complete.
In the final stages of setup,
Luce steps back. She creates
projections of the outline she
wants her work to take based
on the room, but then she
leaves large parts of the final
product up to those helping
her set it up. This time, Taylor
students took the reins.
“I think it’s really commendable that Luce is able to give up
so much of her work and put

it in the hands of others,” said
senior Jan Laskowski, one of
the students involved. “It was
really amazing to see the final
result come together through
Luces’ collaborative work.”
“Ancient Expanses” isn’t
Luce’s only work on display to
be influenced by Taylor. Her
series of sketches, so new that
few are titled, were specifically created for this upcoming exhibit.
After being prompted by

the faculty to create something new for her exhibit, Luce
strayed momentarily from ceramics to take on the new medium. She draws inspiration
from Caravaggio’s dramatic
use of lighting, known for its
capability to capture fine details and textures.
Luce explains that the new
medium came after looking for
a change of pace.
“I wanted to do something
that was more immediate,”

Luce said. “I just realized with
the drawings, I was able to be
more responsive.”
Art as a response to her environment tends to be the theme
that extends throughout all of
Luce’s work. From sketching
the smallest details of her yard,
to adapting “Ancient Expenses” for everywhere it goes, she
creates to capture the world
around her.
All of her efforts come together to make a personal experience for anyone involved.
“I’ve been thinking a lot this
summer about artists and creative storytellers,” Assistant
Professor of Art Jeremie Riggleman said. “We are called to
create...and to tell a story. It
would be encouraging for people to come because it’s always
interesting to hear other people’s stories.”
To experience Luce’s story,
visit her exhibit in the main
gallery of Metcalf before Oct.
12.
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS

“The truth about meat and animal products
hit me like a pie to the face: they’re unhealthy.”
Why making the switch to a vegan diet is
beneficial for you
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Thoughts on May commencement walkout

Photograph by Hannah Waltz

Professor discusses
moral topics
involving protest
James Spiegel
Faculty Contributor

Most people in our community are aware of the faculty and
staff walkouts at last spring’s
commencement ceremony, an
event which made national
news. Unfortunately, since this
was the final event of the year,
there was no opportunity for a
community-wide conversation
about this. Since we are back
on campus, I feel that now is a
good time to share some of the
thoughts about it in the form of
a few questions.
First, it is important to note
that there was some variety
among the responses of the dissenters. Some people walked out
as Vice President Mike Pence began to speak. Some left prior to
his being introduced. Others
displayed their dissent in other
ways, such as donning noise cancelling headphones.
Is intentionally refusing to listen to our nation’s vice president
an appropriate thing to do? Scripture tells us that all government
authorities are established by

Photograph provided by Adam Perry

Vice President Mike Pence speaking at commencement in May of 2019.

God (Romans 13:1–2), and Peter
enjoins us specifically to “honor
the emperor” (1 Peter 2:17). Given the historical context of this
directive, this is particularly significant. During the early years
of the Church, Roman emperors
were extremely brutal in their
treatment of Christians, not to
mention other people groups. Yet
Peter told his fellow Christians to
honor them.
What would Peter say to our
brothers and sisters today regarding their grounds for dishonoring

the vice president of the United
States, who is a devout evangelical Christian and defender of religious liberty? Would he consider
the Trump administration’s policies or rhetoric to be so evil as to
warrant such disrespect? Would
he endorse such dishonor on
those grounds but not toward
Roman emperors who gruesomely tortured and murdered
countless people? Or would Peter and the other apostles regard
the wrongs of the Trump administration to be mild compared to

the butchery perpetrated by their
own leaders, whom they insisted we nonetheless show respect?
Here is another thing to consider. As Taylor faculty and
staff, aren’t we called to model
for our students the intellectual virtues of open-mindedness
and thoughtful consideration
of ideas? Does walking out on a
speaker or wearing noise-cancelling headphones model such
virtues? Or does such behavior
model the vice of closed-mindedness? Whatever the intentions

of the dissenters, might such responses communicate to our
students that it is appropriate to
tune out ideas with which one is
not comfortable? If so, is that the
sort of attitude we want to promote in our community?
Might there be more constructive and respectful ways
to register one’s disagreement
than walking out on an esteemed invited guest whose
governing authority has been
established by God himself ?
Perhaps writing an op-ed piece

as Kevin Diller did in The Echo?
Or wearing buttons communicating a message of some kind
as several faculty and staff did,
cryptic though the “We are Taylor too” message was?
Perhaps here is a point we can
all agree upon for the future.
Whoever we invite to vour campus, especially if they hold high
offices in federal government, can
we agree to show them the honor
and respect that they deserve as
God’s servants?
echo@taylor.edu

Why making the switch to a vegan diet is beneficial to you

Photograph by Hannah Waltz

I support a plantbased lifestyle
Justin Chapman
Editor-in-Chief

Two and a half years ago if you
told me I would consider going
vegan, I would have told you
tostop acting crazy and proceeded to eat Chick-fil-A.
Here I am today, promoting a plant-based diet. The
terms plant-based and vegan
are similar; however, I want to
promote eating a whole-food,
plant-based diet, not a vegan
diet.
A plant-based diet seeks
to eat as many unprocessed
fruits and vegetables as possible, whereas a vegan diet
can contain processed foods
to replace animal product-based foods.
Around two and a half years
ago, my brother and sister-inlaw began eating a plant-based
diet. The switch they made astonished me. Yet, the more I
learned, the more it kept making sense.
A plant-based typically does
not include any animal products, including meat and any
food that is an animal product
like dairy and eggs.

“How Not To Die” supports a whole-foods, plant based diet.

There are two main reasons
people eat plant-based. One is
to not support animal cruelty
in American farms. Much of the
meat in the American diet derives from chickens and cows
raised in harsh conditions.
“The factory farming system
in this country is often very
cruel to animals, and I want
to avoid moral complicity with
cruelty to animals,” Professor
of Philosophy and Religion Jim
Spiegel said.
Spiegel is not plant-based,
though when he does eat meat,
he wants it to be free-range.
Another motive to become
plant-based also includes personal health reasons. This intrigued me. I felt lied to by the
United States when I watched
two Netflix documentaries

titled “What the Health” and
“Forks Over Knives.”
The truth about meat and animal products hit me like a pie
to the face: they’re unhealthy.
Unhealthy to a point that
they cause diseases. According to the nutritional book
“How Not To Die,” by Gene
Stone and Michael Greger,
a book I’m working through
now that promotes a plantbased diet, they even cause
America’s number one killer:
heart disease.
The book states that meat,
no matter how fully cooked,
contains endotoxins. This
bacterial toxin enters your
bloodstream through your
gut, where they can then go
on to your arteries and trigger inflammation.

Professor of Kinesiology
Dawn Anderson said this diet
can help treating this issue.
“In general, this type of diet
is associated with a lower
risk for certain diseases such
as cardiovascular disease
and heart disease,” Anderson
said. “(It may) aid in lowering
blood pressure and cholesterol levels.”
I know some of you probably think I’m psycho, but go
watch those documentaries
or read the book “How Not
To Die.”
Serena Draper, the Olson
Assistant Hall Director, said
she eats vegan, although
she eats eggs as an easy and
cheap way to get protein.
This brings me to an important question.

How do you get your protein?
A common question for
plant-based people.
The truth is, meat is unhealthy, and you don’t need
to eat it to receive protein.
The biggest benefit meat offers the human body is protein. Besides that, it doesn’t
do much good.
Other foods like beans, nuts
and certain vegetables offer
more than enough protein. A
simpleGoogle search can show
you 38 grams of protein can be
found in a cup of peanuts or a
cup of diced chicken.
The difference? Another
Google search shows peanuts
provides the protein without
cholesterol, while the chicken offers protein and 123 milligrams of cholesterol.

Photograph provided by Noah Jurgensen

I am planning on going
plant-based after college, but
that’s my choice. If you decide
not to, that’s fine.
It’s your life. I am an advocate of eating more fruits
and vegetables no matter the
diet, but I believe being plantbased is the best way to treat
your body.
Also, be more open-minded. The idea of eating plantbased may sound crazy, but
that’s what I thought, too.
There’s so much more to unpack about eating plant-based
than a short 600-word article
can do, but think of this as
an intro.
I’ll tell you though, eating
plant-based isn’t as bad as
you think.
echo@taylor.edu

TROJAN NATION

“‘Coach Ross stressed the importance of having
a strong culture within any team, and pointed
out the team’s trip to Northern Ireland as an
important moment in the team’s development.”
Opening five minutes cost Trojans Monday
night
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Trojans go on a mission trip to Guatemala

Photograph provided by Mason Degenkolb

The Taylor men’s basketball team took a missions trip to Guatemala this summer.

Men’s basketball
team has once-in-alifetime experience
Caleb Amick
Staff Writer

As senior Ryan Robinson left
a gas station in Guatemala, he
saw something he had never
seen before.
Outside stood a security
guard with a shotgun slung over

his shoulder, a chilling reminder
that he was no longer in the U.S.
“It’s not anything we’re used
to here; I don’t usually see a guy
with a shotgun as I walk out of
a store,” Robinson said.
Armed guards and houses
surrounded by barbed wire were
some of the sights that shocked
Robinson and the other members of the Taylor men’s basketball team during their recent
team mission trip to Guatemala over the summer. The team’s

mission? To spread the Gospel
and minister through basketball
and visiting with local families.
Two of the team members,
sophomore Luke Huffer and
freshman Carter Wright served
as the team’s interpreters
throughout the trip, both fluent Spanish speakers.
Leading the team was head
coach Josh Andrews; this was
his first trip in his seven seasons at Taylor.
The trip was facilitated by

Sports Ambassadors, a sports
evangelism ministry formerly
known as Venture for Victory.
Venture for Victory was
founded by Don Odle who
coached career at Taylor from
1948 to 1979.
Throughout the trip, the team
hosted basketball clinics for local youth as well as other types
of ministry, senior Mason Degenkolb said.
Later on, the team stopped
at a home for at-risk children

where they were greeted with
hospitality. In return, the team
did whatever they could to put
smiles on the children’s faces.
Robinson said helping put
smiles on the children’s faces
especially the faces of those experiencing tough times was one
of his favorite parts of the trip.
Despite seeing some unpleasant sights, the team also noticed
some beauty around them.
Robinson said quite a few of
the people they met were very
poor, but even in the midst
of poverty he and the team
could still see the beauty of
God’s creation.
Degenkolb said the team
saw this beauty in the hospitality and warmth of those
they encountered.
“(The hospitality) showed me
immediately how open and caring the people were,” Degenkolb
said.
Playing sports and leading
worship were some of the activities they did with the residents.
Eventually the time came for
what Robinson said was the
hardest part of the trip — saying goodbye.
Robinson was asked by some
of the girls at one of the children’s homes if they were coming back; he said saying goodbye
knowing they weren’t coming
back was the hardest part of
the trip.
Robinson said the greatest
lesson he learned while on this
trip was to be thankful for the
little things we have in the U.S.,
such as clean drinking water
and air conditioning.
echo@taylor.edu

Opening five minutes cost Trojans Monday night
4-2 loss stings, but
optimism abounds
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor men’s soccer team
suffered their second loss of
the season Monday night, falling to Governors State University 4-2 at Turner Stadium. The
loss dropped the Trojans’ record
on the season to 2-2-1.
Governors State dominated the first half, taking a 3-1
lead into halftime. Governors
State forward Zakhar Shkidchenko scored two goals in the
first half and put pressure on
the Trojan defense all night.
Dylan Swearengen scored the
other first half goal for the visitors less than a minute after
Shkidchenko’s first goal, putting the Trojans at a 2-0 deficit
less than four minutes into the
game. Sophomore forward Luke
Holwerda called Shkidchenko
“dynamic.”
“(Shkidchenko) is really
good,” said Holwerda. Holwerda praised Shkidchenko and
the rest of Governors State’s
offense, saying the quickness

of their forwards was the main
problem for Taylor’s defense
When asked if there was
something that could have been
improved upon to slow Governors State down in the first
half, Holwerda answered “defensive shaping.”
Sophomore forward Paul McBride also mentioned the defense as something that could
have been better. “The defending was just disorganized. It
lacked communication.”
Taylor head coach Gary Ross
added that the team is working with a new defensive strategy this year. “Last year we sat
back a lot and defended our
own side. This year we decided to press more and try turning people over on our attacking
half and create great goal scoring chances, and on Monday
night our back line was just a
little too aggressive.”
However, the second half is
something that can be built
upon; Taylor controlled the
ball much longer and only surrendered one goal, which came
on a penalty kick, while scoring one themselves. Their second half effort was simply too

Photograph by Lauren Cammarano

Taylor defender Mikey Maloney controls the ball against Governors State

little too late.
“We made some adjustments at
halftime and they didn’t get us
in the second half. They didn’t
score on us except for a penalty kick.” Said Ross. “We made
the necessary adjustments
and I think it (the second half )
went well.”
McBride, who fired from
long distance and scored his
team-leading fourth goal of the
season during the 64th minute,
applauded the team’s effort after facing the early deficit, saying “We wouldn’t give up. We

tried fighting back. We stood
tall even after falling down 2-0
in the first five minutes.” With
the second half goal McBride
moved into 17th place in the
NAIA in goals.
When asked about his early-season success and leading the team in goals, McBride
deflected all the praise to his
teammates.
“I have to give credit to the
team. The culture and community this team has built is special,” McBride said. “We all just
play for each other.”

Volleyball

9/6 Viterbo Tournament (N)(DH) 1 and 4 p.m.
9/7 Viterbo Tournament (N)(DH) 11 a.m. and
2 p.m.
9/11 Bethel University 5 p.m.

MEN’S Soccer

9/6 Madonna University (A) 5 p.m.
9/11 Indiana University East 7 p.m.

Women’s SOCCER

9/7 Concordia University 4 p.m.
9/11 Olivet Nazarene University (A) 5 p.m.

Men’s Golf

9/6 The Player’s Club Invitational (N) 12 p.m.
9/7 The Player’s Club Invitational (N) 9 a.m.
9/9 NAIA Memphis Shootout (N) 9 a.m.
9/10 NAIA Memphis Shootout (N) 9 a.m.

Women’s Golf

9/6 The Player’s Club Invitational (N) 12 p.m.
9/7 The Player’s Club Invitational (N) 9 a.m.

Men’s Cross Country
9/6 Indiana Wesleyan Twilight Invitational
(N) 7 p.m.

Women’s Cross Country
9/6 Indiana Wesleyan Twilight Invitational
(N) 7 p.m.

Men’s Tennis

9/7 Marian University 10 a.m.
9/7 Wittenberg University 3 p.m.
9/10 Spring Arbor University (A) 3 p.m.
9/12 Grace College (A) 1 p.m.

Women’s Tennis

9/7 Marian University 10 a.m.
9/7 Wittenberg University 3 p.m.
9/10 Spring Arbor University (A) 3 p.m.
9/12 Grace College (A) 1 p.m.

Football

9/7 Robert Morris University (A) 3 p.m.

Scoreboard
Results from Taylor
Athletics
Volleyball
8/30 Siena Heights University
8/30 Roosevelt University
8/31 UNOH
8/31 Indiana University East
9/4 Huntington University

Men’s Soccer

9/2 Governors State University

Women’s Soccer
8/31 Cincinnati Christian

9/2 and 9/3 Forester Fall Classic 1st of 6

TENNIS

Athletes of the Week

Barlett, IL

Hometown

Elementary Education
Forward
Sarah Bade
979 S. Main St., Upland, IN • www.ivanhoes.info • (765) 998-7261

More than you know

Major
Position

W 5-0

Women’s Golf

Salvador lo Cascio

SOCCER

Year

L 4-2

McBride isn’t alone in this Men’s Tennis
sentiment, as others around 8/31 Bethel University
W 7-0
the team have noticed a special 9/4 Mount Vernon University
W 7-0
connection developing within
the team. Coach Ross stressed Women’s Tennis
the importance of having a 8/30 Anderson University
W 5-2
strong culture within any team, 8/31 Bethel University
W 4-3
and pointed out the team’s trip 9/4 Mount Vernon Nazarene
W 6-1
to Northern Ireland as an important moment in the team’s
development.
“On the trip the guys were
just uncharacteristically vulnerable with each other about
their games and their roles on
the team, and I think it built
some trust and respect for
one another.”
While disappointed in MonCongratulations to head women’s
day night’s loss, McBride, Holsoccer coach Scott Stan on his
werda and Ross stressed the
200th career collegiate win. Stan
importance of moving on from
achieved this milestone on Saturthe loss and focusing on Maday, Aug. 31, when Taylor defeated
Cincinnati Christian 5-0. Stan has
donna University, whom the
coached 19 years at the collegiate
Trojans will match-up with
level, with the last 12 being at
Friday in Livonia, MI at 5 p.m.
Taylor. His 119 wins at Taylor rank
Madonna is ranked 4th in NAIA
first in Taylor history for women’s
soccer. The women’s soccer team
and will give the Trojans anothplays Saturday vs. Concordia
er tough early season matchup.
University at 4 p.m. as Stan aims
However, with the strong mindfor win No. 201 and the team looks
set and one-game-at-a-time atto continue their hot start and
improve to 4-1 on the season.
titude that the Trojans possess,
they seem up to the challenge.
echo@taylor.edu

Erin Teevans

Sophomore

W 3-0
W 3-0
W 3-0
W 3-1
W 3-1

Senior
Valencia, Venezuela
Finance
4th

Funniest Teammate

Will Wiet

Favorite Pregame Song

La Cancion

Photographs by Josie Koontz

